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TI{U BiOL& OF OPaATIEIS RESE1ICH IN PIIAfl.G FOiE LIMITED WAR

4. G. Weiner

The •AD Corporation, Santa Monica, California

The title of my talk Is "The Role of Operations Research in
Planning for Limited War." It is a musterful title. I wish I had
"selected it myself. I must adait, at the outset, that I doubt whether

mny of us would be in arreement on what we mean by "operations
research," on what we mean by "planning" or on what we mean by "Limited
War." Such a lack of eareement has ==ry rirtues. it pnrvidea me

with an opportunity to peddle my own definitions and then use these
definitions to lead to personal conclusions about the subject.

Unfortunately such an approLch also has several difficulties.
It would require more tii•e than I have available, and it would

moct likely end up ac one mnan's vewv and speeulations. Therefore,
i have chosen a relates approach. I would like to talk ubout limited

war and sone of the problem u'CeaS involved. Then I would like to

provide a subjective evaluation of where operationz recearch has

been sooewhat successful in ac,..atiae the milita.ry planner. Finally

i would like to speculate about where we might go next, and what some

of the difficulties might be.
First, then, to what limited war Is, and what problems it presents.

In the years rince the war in Korea, some new wordv have come Into

prominence in the vocabulary of international relationz. Among these

words are "limited war, smll 6mr, bruzhf ire wur, inoureuncy," and

others. 1f the firet tlae you heard one of these words you went

lookine for a definition, you probably were not successful. Some
were not defined at all and others were not defined precisely. The

lack of specific definitions seems to be based on the fact that the

thing we call limited war comeL in a great many different chapes and

"Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They
should not be interpreted as reflectlng the views of 'Ibe MID Corpor-
ation or the officile opLnion or policy of any of its governmental
or private researh sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The AIMD
Corporation a a courtesy to manberz of its .taffV.
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sizes, and not on any lack of examples. It is possible to list more

than l0 examples of armed conflict in the last decade that could be

called limited var, undr a broad definition of the term. They range

from sporadic actions of a band of guerrillas to the crossing of

national borders by large, well- organized armies. Limited war may

be sam or anticipated in actions from Laos to Latin America, from

Cuba to the Congo.

It is not coletely clear why limited var has become such an

important part of the mechanism of international relations. It

my be that, as one author has observed, "Two basic, historically

unilue cenditions encourage limited var; a deep conflict of aims and

interests between the nations that hold a predominance of world power,

and a terrifying capability of the two antagonists to destroy each

other."" ) Whatever the reasons, the emergence of this type of

wrfare as an important weapon of intertational struggle has produced

a groving concern with understanding sow of the problems involved.

What are sew of the problems? Without attempting any kind of

detailed listing let me indicate four topic areas of interest connected

with such varfare.

First on the list are the problems of Wht eauses limited var?

Everyone is aware of the Clausewitz principle that "War is nothing

but a continuation of political intercourse with an admixture of

other means . . .," but the translation of the principle into specific

military events is not vell understood. Questions like How does

limited war fit into the politico-military aims of Comunism? 1sder

wast circumstances and for what reason will the political intercourse

erpt into var? and What political and military indicators presa2M
such " earitie? are just a few of the questions that can be rmised.

A seced topic is How to keep limited var limited. Most of the

studies of such vars emphasize the critical point that the nations

engfing in the war observe so type of restraints. They my observe

restraints or limitations in the kinds of weapons they use, the kinds

of targets they attack, the geogrhqbioa~l ma that will be involved,

etc. 14ay problems regarding these restzeUts are of interest. These



include questions like Nov do the restraints get established? Mader

what conditions wili they be mintained? Wdr vwat conditions will

they be violted? and Wlhat are the conasgeuces of violating te?

Suo understanding of the machinery of checks and balances that is

operating in limited war is of great importance for controlling the

course of such wars, or preventing them from expanding uncontrollably

or escalating into general war.

A third topic of interest includes the Xinds of military capa-

bilities needed to fight limited var. The fact that these wars cam

in such a variety of sizes and shapes raises questions of How do we

develop and use the right forces and weapons in the right place at

the right time? And, we might add, on the right eno7. These are
questions that interact with our strategic capabilities and posture,

and cut across our defense budgets, and push against the limits; of

our technical knowledge.

A fourth topic area is based on the fact that limited war is an

international event. As such, it is influenced by interntional

oamitnents, support agreements, and assistance pacts. We are thus

faced with questions of the role and utility of treaties and treaty

organizations. of military aid and assistance programs. and of
technical aid and assistance program in botu deterring and fightig

limited var.

In addition to these four topic areas of interest, there are

many others that could be mentioned. My object has not been to

attempt a catalog of all of them but rather to indicate something of

the scope and variety of questions that can be asked. There is, evi-

dently, little difficulty in finding problems to study.

At this point you may well argue that the questions I have raised

are of sae interest, but that most of them are not appropriate to

operations research. They belong in the dmains of the policy-maker,

the political scientist, or the national planner. They refer to

problems that at best are poorly defined and ioadequately foamulated.

While such a response would be gratifying because of the hmaility

it suggests, it is not clear that it is justified.



first, operations research has a long tradition of inserting

itself ixto areas where it has beew conasidered inappropriate and, in

sam esss unwanted. It bas. eve been successful in many of these
am&.. Seod we should not conf use complexity with intractability.

)OW of the questions I have =nmtiomei involve problems that are

extraor4.arily comlex. At least on first approach they do not

take shape as clearl~y formulated studies with evident pay- off criteria,

obvious alternatives to be examined, and opportunmities for objective

measurement. But then fey problems do, initially. The major art of
operat ions research, which some people would like to make a science,

still cosists of the difficult, creative effort of adequate formu-

lation of the problem. We are not incompetent in the face of complex-

ity, but we are often slow.

There is no doubt that limited war is a complex problem area.

It is evident that a major part of the difficulty lies in the variety

of forms and sizes that it can take. It is not a single phenomenon,

but a range of phenomena involving political, ideological, economic,

and logistic compoo- its as well as military and technical ones. It

is not a single "design point," but a field of design poirrtc.. It

in not like general war which, very crudely and with apologies to

my "Sseneral-war colleagues," I would characterize as having a relatively

small numbe of design points. At least the rnumber is s-al enough
so that researchers can establish reasonable performance criteria and

carry out detailed studies of alternative forces, force mixes, allo-

cations, coating, etc. with some confidence. This does not imply

that there are not major problems involved. It only 1.apliez that

there is considerable agrement about the phenomenon to which the

results apply.

But try the same approach to limited war. StA~rt with the def in-

ition of limited war as "armed conflict short of general war, exclu-

sive of incidents, involvy ig the overt engagement of the military

forces of two or more nations," a definition that occurs in the
Dictionar~y of United States Military Terms for Joint Usage. Compare
this with a definition of general war as "armed conflict between the



major povers of the communist and free world in which the total re-

sources of the belligerents are meployed, and the national survival

of a major belligerent is in jeopardy." In the latter case the enemy

t is identified, the capabilities can be generally pre.cribed, &" the

objectives are reasonably clear -a usable set of design peints. For

limited war, by comtrast, the immediate enemy may be unidentifiable--

in fact an eamay may not exist in the usual sense of the word -the

agnitude of the military and politleal ommitemats of the Fprtoemnat

is uncertain, the war objectives may be poorly defined, and the freedo

to pursue these objectives may be subject to undefined constraints.

All of these characteristics add up to couplexity--in the variety

of forms that the war can take, the variety of forces that can be

involved, the variety of outcomes that are possible. It is an aveame

spectrun from the M point of v...ew. In spite of this, operations

research has played a sigif'icant role in one of the four topic areas

mentioned. In the area of develop'ig effective military capabilities,

operations research has a tradition of success. Particularly in the

area of weapons and weapon system selection and development, we have

been able to carry out analyses and to provide useful results to our

military clients.

I am not tempted, to quote Flood, "to speak to you about the

great and glorious pest achieveuants of our profession: hew we

helped win World War II, how we teamed with military professionals

and helped to insure vine oheices of weapons and defense programs

since World War II . - w(3) A review of the Journal of the Oper

ations Research Society of America, or of the Proceedings of the

Military Operations Research Symposia, or of any of the excellent

books available on operatiow: research would illustrate the magnitude

and value of our efforts. They are sizable an both counts.

The role of operations research in the weapon area will continue

to be an important one. qantitative evaluation of alterns.ves,

improvement of force structure, and cost effectiveness comparisons

are the stock and trade of military operations research, and in the

weapons area we will find important applications for these and other

methods.
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Although the wap= area. has been the major area in which oper-

stions research has cntributed to wartlme planning, including
planning for liJited war, there are several related arms in which

substantial contributions have been made. These are logistics, tactics

and military orpniat ion, and coml and control--all of which are
pat of our efforts to imprave military capability. I vould like to

touch on each of these areas briefly, with due spologies to my collea-

guse who will undoubtedly frnd that my remarks do not do full justice

to their efforts.

Logistics is a critical pert of limited war. In fact, soa

people rsegrd limited war as a battle of logistics. Logistics is de-

fined--to paraphrase the military definition--as the science of planning

and carrying out the movement and maintenance of forces. It deals with

materiel, personnel, facilities, and services. In the broadest sense

It Is not surprising that operations research has been of value in

these are"s since military logistics is related to many industrial

problems of production, transportat.on, distribution, storage, sched-

tling, etc., permitting the application of non military research to

military problems. Hwever, the applications am not as simple and

strai-htforward as one might expect, since military logistics involves

same unique characteristies.

To indicate just a fev of the important aspects of military

logistics operations: The military services live in tvo vorlds. In

the peacetime world their operating and trainivg requirements present

fairly predictable demands on their logistic systems. At the same

time they must be prepared to react rapidly and effectively to meet

c*Ltiibgencies that may arise. These contingencies may be very differ-

ent. On the one hand they may require the movement of a limited number

of military forces to some country halfway around the world to prevent

a local crisis for developing into a full scale war. On the other

hand they may require massive participation in a major conflict. These

possibilities as ell as all the variations• and shadings ii-between

may place very different demands for logistic support on the military

services. It is the uncertainty in the size and rature of the log-

istic demands that might develop, that has no equivalent in non-military



operations. It has sometimes been compared to a large department

store that must be prepared to meet a possible continuing Christmas

rush every day of the year, vithout changing its routine operating

procedures.

A related characteristic is the importance of response time in

limited war logistics When national circumstances dictate the move-

ment of major forces from one area of the world to another, it is too

late to start planning what military support vill be required, how

and where it vill be obtained, assembled, transported, stocked, and

issued. Not only does planning have to precede such moves, but it

bas to cover the tremendous variety of contingencies that migt develop.

And once a military move has been initiated, the logistic systems have

to keep pace with the military operations The lack of a spare part

in a eaet situation, unLike its civilian e6quivalat, may ant rep-

resent loss of a sale, but loss of a battle.

Thus, limited var logistics requires a capability to respond to

any one or combinations of a variety of military situations in a rapid

nner and with sustained effectiveness. In helping the services

acquire this capability, operations research has made sizeeble contrib-

utious. Saoe indications of the variety of problems and types of OR

efforts in the field can be found in publications such as the Naval

Research Logistics Quarter .

Another area of OH effort related to improving limited var capa

bilities Is the area of military tactics and organization. At one

time, military operations consisted basically of conflict between

the organized regular forces of two belligerents. The weapons con-

sisted of those designed primarily for destruction of point targets,

i a., the individual soldier, bunker, or aircraft. Strategic warfare

was more a political concept than a unique weapon capability. The

development of atomic and tberemomulear vmepons cbhned this state

of affairs. Economical mass destruction beem feasible

This change had enormous and terrifying consequences, particularly

for strategic warfare. But it also has significant consequences for

conflicts short of general war. The nuclear battlefield has kad to

p 4-
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be viewed in a different way than the non-nuclear battlefield. On the

nulear battlefield, massed or cocentrated forces, a limited number

of high capacity lines of couication, or large supply complexes

close to the front line, present the eneW with important and vulner-

able tarvts.

It is evidast that a am dimension exists in warfare. The over-

all missions and purposes of military force remin, but the proced-

ures and conduct of military operations have had to change. Operations

research has played an important role in creating the changes. As

comentration of military forces gave way to dispersion into smaller

units, as mobility of forces became mare and more necessary, and as

supply, cmmunication, and coordination of smaller, more mobile units

became more critical, the opportunities for operations research con-

tributions was evident. The researcher, working more closely with

the military in this field thau in any other, participated in analysis

and evaluation of military organization and of the inpact on tactics.

For army forces as well es for naval and air forces, the consequences

of lua? warfare have been studied and the techniques of operations

research have IWorn an important adjunct to military planning in

an area where both civilian and military ana•lyts could only dimly

visualize the phenomenon with which they might be faced. O the

various forms that limited war might take, the type called limited

mAclear war is one of the most conplx and difficult to understand.

Saowver, a rival to limited nuclear war has developed. Just as

limited nuclear war represented an increase of violence in an other-

vise limited conflict, an older type of warfare appeared in modern

dress to extend the scope of limited war in what is sometimes called

"the low end of the spectrum." This new, old phenomenon is currently

called "counterinsurgency." Counterinsurgency operations, abbreviated

"COIN oprations" are by definition and in practice more than military

problems. They include sigificant political, economic, civil, and

psychological components. At the present time it would be premature

to talk about the contributions of operations research to COiN oper-

ations. it is probably sutifcient to point out that OR is actively

involved in the area, and the expectation is that Oi will contribute



to developments and improvements in concepts, tactics, equipment,

and weapons for such operations.

A last item that deserves mention in the area of lmproving military

capabilities for limited war is the one called "comand and control."

In recent years the term, c- ind and control, bas become videly

used. it is used in essentially two ways: to define a group of

functions involved in military operations, and to indicate a group

of problems connected with carryinE out these functions. The first

use is, of course, not new. From the beginning of orgenized forces

military comsde s have had to carry out such diverse activities as

determining the obective or mission of military operations, specifying

the concepts, prepariLg the plans, directing and guiding the forces,

eval.atinC the outcomes of combat, and conducting related activities.

These are some of the basic functions of conmand and control.

However, the thermonuclear age has created problems in regard to

these functions. These "problems of commzad and control" have been

as diverse as how to insure rapid and effective target coverage under

all wartime conditions. how to establish and maintain limitations

on the use of veapon1, how to protect the decision-maker and the

decision-making centers, how to improve the reliability and adequacy

of cownunicatlons, how to increase the coordination between military

forces, etc.

In trying to find solutions for some of these problems, consider-

able emphasis has been placed on modern technology in the form of

improved counication techniques or equipment, automated or semi-

automated data processing equipment, protective construction, safety

devices on weapons, and other developments. In addition, comnand and

control has faced operations research with many familiar topics in
a mew guise. To cite just a few: the definition, purpose, mission,

function, and effectiveness of exibting and proposed system and

procedures, the interaction of humn and machine operations, decision-

making functions, as well as information handling, priorities, ached-

uliag, display, network orgacization, and a host of others. While

much of the emphasis on comend and control has been in terms of

general war operations t Ad air defense, increasiag attention is being



gien to the limited war aspects. The indications are that operations

research my find itself in a .mique position in the camand and control

area. On the on and its long and fruitful association with the

military cam be of Inaen value in he•Ipng to identify, analyze

and evaluate am of the critical spects of the problems that are

arising. On the other band operntlons research has always been close

to system designers and system anies in approach, analytic techniques,

end evaluatimo of results. This cenient relation with both groups

could play a mJjor part for the role of OR in commnd and control.

Thus far I have attempted a very simplified survey of the role

and some of the achievements and prospects for operations research

in limited var military operations. Our achievements have been of

great value in this area. Not only has our general analytic approach

to military problems been productive, but ouw continual emphasis on

impoving research methods and theory bodes well for the future.

Developments in mathematical analysis, computer techniques, as well

as in si•mlation, game theory and var gaming, decision theory, control

processes, etc., promise 10, provide greater capabilities for the

future.

But we should be aware of some of the pitfalls that exist for

our efforts to contribute to limited war planning. I would like to

mention just two that I consider significant. The first is over-

simplification or over-idealization of the complexities of limited

war.
Simplification or idealization are usually necessary and often

desirable in operation research efforts. If, however, they are used

as retreats from the real conulexities of a situation, we my only

succeed in creating "pseudoproblems" and coming up with "pseudosolutions."

How to attain the appropriate level of simplicity or detail in our

formulation of problems is, of course, a difficult question. As

most of you are aware articles and publications frequently admonish

the reader to choose the right level of detail and the appropriate

parameters for his studies. These kindly directives are usually

supplemented be a deacription of the author's choice of parameters

and values as they apply to his problem. It is my experience that



they can selAmn be applied to one's ovn research efforts. As far

as I am aWre no theory or guAde book exists for selecting the right

technique and level of detail for C problems in general. Nor does

it appear that such an effort is merited. Our efforts are still con-

ewead with questions thet are so nearly unique that a "mthodological

ceokboek" is of dubious utility.

A sabat more significant pitfall is an inadequate awareness

of the rate of developments in our military establishments. We have

came a long way from the time when operations research wa only a

step amay from actual military operations, and when the test laboras-

tory for our recommemlations vas a contlic'1. actually taking place.
World War I1 and the Korean War are becoming increas ingly inadequate
"s models for our studies, or az the basis for evaluating the effect-

iveness of our rerults. Major changes ame occurring in at least

three aspects of military activity. As indicated earlier, after

hundreds of years of acceptance, the values of "mass" and "concentration"

are being reinterpreted in light of the development of nuclear weapons.

6imiax-ly, concepts and techniques of combat are being reexadmned on

the basis of the inportance of developing new capabilities for the

sa forms of cotlmerlnsurgency operations.

A second aspect of the military in uhich changes are occurring

is the cama.nd and organization or forces. The emergence of the

Unified and Specified Ccuaands, the creation of the Compousite Air

Strike Forte, (CASF) of the Strategic Azm Cmuand (STRAC), of Strike
Coeand (SMCTU1), and the repeated reorganizations of the Army

division as ROCID (reorganization of the Army division), the pentmic
division, and the recent ROAD are all Illustrations of the changing

nature of military organization.

The final aspect is one that is better knovn. It is the great

change in veapons and equipment that have occurred in recent years.

Among the veapons, the intercontinental ballistic missile, the tbearo-

nuclear bomb, the nuclear submarine are videly known. Less widely

know are V/STOL, Redaye, Cobra, Mauler, ASROC and a boat of others.

With these changes in concepts and doctrine, in oranization,

and in w•ups and equipment, the role of the military operations
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researcher b ooms more dmmwItg. mBe am no longer be confident

tbat the use of Wo&•l War II or the Xoren Wsr as & Mel, as a

ro-rce of daft, or as a basis for effectiviess comparisons is

Jastifiel. He se f id the aualyses of today being made inv&ld

or obsolete by the changes of today. An excellent coat effectiveness

o prison of two obsolescent veapons would be of limited value to

the military plammer.

These two pitfalls, oversimplifying the phenomena with which we

must deal, and developments outdating our studies are not new to

operations research, nor are they unique to the limited war researcher.

Wbat makes th- of particular significance in limited war studies

is that the spectrum of possible military conflicts is so broad that

we may find ourselves using scarce resources working on the wrong

problem for the wrong place at the wrong time.

So far I have been dealing with the contributions of OR to

i•roving our military capabilities for limited war. T .s was only

one of the four topics which are of Interest in limited war. The

other three dealt with causative factors, with the establishimat,

maiLntenance, or violation of constraints, and with the influence of

international policies, military and economic assistance, technical

aid, etc. For these topics, which we mitht broadly call the political,

psychological, and economic ares as opposed to the military and

technical areas, the M situation is less encouraging. While some

attempts have been made, they have only stirred the waters. Our

investmint has not been at all commensurate with the importance of

Iufarstandi•g the ecoplex relations between the military and the

political, economic, and psychological aspects of limited war.

To identify, select, and analyze problems of causitive factors,

of the'limiting" process, or of politico-military interrelations is

a m•l task. It has, in fact, led may Individuals to question

whether B can or should consider these as legiVtamte armas of study.

The ansver to Uhethar It "can" obviously depends on making the

attemts and evaluating our success. The answer to whether we "should"

is clear.



As long as ve consider OF as being concerned with interactions

ve should be willing to attempt to work in these areas. To paraphrase

om of our colleagues, the characteristic of operatlons research

that distinguishes it from the more familiar sciences such as physics,

chemistry, biology, psychology, astronomy, and geology is perhaps the
fact that its explanation of phenomna asserts little about the exact

t physical and bio-socisl nature of the el1emnts involved, but deals

rather with the interplay between elements of the phenomem.(3) For

the phenmenou of limited var, the interplay of the military, polltical,

ecoammic, and psychological elements is paramount. Understanding,
even in a modest way, this interplay would be a major contribution.

There is a second reason why we "'hould" attempt to apply our-

selves in these other areas. From our earliest days the application

of operations research to broader policy questions has been one of

our objectives. One can trace in our literature over the years a

series of chl•lenges to extend our efforts to broader problems of

natiomnl insiortanee. •,3•) For those who accept the challenge it

is clear that success represents a major contribution to limited war

research. But it is not a challeoie which we should accept without

same oaution. To indicate just a few difficulties that are izportart:

1. To assist the planner, whether military, political, or econce,

in these oasas demawn a broader understanding of the problems than

has been characteristic of our efforts in the fields of weapons,

logistics, tactics, etc. We will have to edacate ourselves--and it

may be a costly and difficult education, so much so in fact, that

the alternative of staying within the areas of our demonstrated

competence may be both more appealing and moro fruitful. If we

do undertake the self-educat ion necessary--as some of you knov--ve

will find oirselves in some "never-never" lands of politico-military-

ecomomic coplexity which, if they do not defy description, certainly

defy quantification at present. For years we have been unable to

define in its broadest terms the "military worth" of a vowpen, a

piece of equipA&,nt, or a military force. To try to define its
"politico-military worth" may be completely beyond us.



2. In these area ve rill faoe difficulties in data availability,

Is a•ni meinsures a effectiveness, in oosting, and in application

of ou results. Alttough ma of our concept" and methodAs vould be

aPrqrite, (a,6) I suspect that sme of our research techLiques and

tools wl turn out to be blunt or useless instrumnts. We vill have

to be iamios in imroving our present tools and in inventing nev

3. We my not be elco. The early development of operations

research in the military field vw aot without suspicion and rejection.

The later introduction of OR to dibmsty me not effortless. It

vould be •areaonable to assume that its introduction into the politico-

mAlltary-economic field vould be without resistance that could, in

smayeases, be justified.

In spite of these difficulties it my still be vorth the effort.

Just as CC has and will continue to fill a role in assisting the

military planner in problems of weaponry, logistics, tactics, and

erganization, it can render a great service if it is able to expand

this role into assisting the limited var planner with some of his

related political and economic problems. One can, with an earlier

author, be optimistic about the fact that, "As our concepts and

mathods have improved in effectiveness and generality, we have

ventured into problems of increased scope and social significance."(1)

The cilexities of limited var fit the bill well.
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